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ML^2 platform development has come a long way, from its origins in 2013 until
now, as we now enter the pre ICO Beta release of the platform to selected
users
-

this is the end of the beginning, as ML now moves into the full
development of the platform with its release to its community of active
derivative traders

-

as you will see, the platform offers a suite of tools that are
necessary to not only create and monitor, but to allow the trader to
meet their own trade objectives, whatever that may be

-

through a combination of discretionary trading tools to fully automated
and in between

ML^2 is a platform that offers advanced predictive analytics in the CSi^
market intelligence indices
-

the CSi^ unique attributes will only be available to the member
community, limited in number
predictive analytics is the holy grail in trade intelligence

It is described as the next generation+ derivative trading platform, and we
are very careful in the use of these words, and for very good reasons – there
is nothing like it in the market, and probably never will be
-

so play with it, get to understand how you can use the tools [there are
45+] what the analytics tell you, and see if it is suitable for you

-

the ML2 token creates access right to the ML^2 platform as a membership
token, the value to derive from the value you gain from the ML^2
platform

The pre ICO gives an opportunity to the early adopters, to access this unique
platform
-

in perpetuity, through the purchase of 1 ML2 token
[And you will be given 4 bonus tokens to do as you wish]
the purchase price of the ML2 token in the ICO, will be the only fee in
trading through the ML^2 platform

ML has adopted the Ethereum ‘smart contract’ standard to enforce that any
purchaser of the ML2 token has membership rights: (i) perpetual access to the
current and new platform tools, as well (ii) that there is a capped maximum
universe of ML2 tokens
-

so no more ML2 tokens will be mined, nor burnt
and in due course, we will develop the ML DEX derivative exchange
governed again by the smart contract, to fully evolve the platform with
its member community in mind

This opportunity is limited in time, for once the window closes it may not
open again as we look to develop the member community to ensure we, as ML,
can deliver the on the platform the tools and intelligence for the benefit of
all its active members – and that takes energy and resources to do it
properly


ML is looking to create a enclosed ‘community’ of active derivative
traders who seek to create and achieve their trading objectives through
the tools available on the ML^2 platform



ML will provide all the tools that are required to achieve this
objective, now and into the future



so the community members can prosper in this new ‘Renaissance’, and
pass on their prosperity

As we enter into the pre ICO: first release, the ML^2 platform is still
undergoing development
Our developers are currently engaging with:


CMC Markets: to access their price feeds up to 10,000+
instruments in time, but we will list the main instruments in
foreign exchange, stock indices and commodities to test the
system – then we will move onto the larger universe



Coinapi.io: which has price feeds for up to ~1700 cryptocurrencies



chartIQ.com: to enable professional price charts, standard
technical analysis tools and the ability to execute and monitor
the trade on the ML^2 platform with the partner broker



psyquation.com: a trading risk management program that allows
traders to view their intraday equity curve and account risk in
near real time

As well, we are in continual refinement of the ML existing tools in order to
embed new methodologies [enhancements to the 6 main predictive algorithms],
better graphical presentations and price feeds that go to the 1 minute and 5
minute time blocks, as well as creating new tools around crypto assets
So lots to do, and we will always be improving, refining, and creating new
tools as they develop or be seen as necessary for the members

So we are as yet not quiet ‘complete’, but we will get there over the coming
weeks, month
-

but we wanted to release the platform at this point so we get the
feedback to correct things that just aren’t quite right while we are
still in the process of development – to catch the bugs early

So, the Beta release of the ML^2 platform is to, well, showcase the platform,
but just as important, to allow the early adopters [testers] to play around
with the tools to try an understand their nature, also to find bugs,
irritations in the interfaces – things that don’t jell, make sense or
downright confuse
The algorithms have been tested to breaking point since 2012 – they have
bent, been twisted, but I can say they never broke in any market conditions,
and this goes back to over 1,500 instruments and back 20 years in daily or
the equivalent hourly prices
-

I believe that the algorithms can be improved upon, and so this ICO
will give ML the resources to build upon all the work that has gone
into the programs so far

Also, while on the topic of confusion, the ICO will require you to buy a
fraction of or more ETH token [in any currency] for the ML2 token


you can buy as many ML^2 tokens as you would like, but you only need
1 to gain access



if you haven’t purchased a crypto-currency before, it may seem
confusing, and it can be



so we have set it that you can Register to buy any number of ML2
tokens in the pre ICO, and when ready, populate your wallet with the
ETH = the ML smart contract will assess if you have the required
amount of ETH in your wallet and then automatically send you the
required number of ML2 tokens

When testing the ML^2 program, and until we have selected the broker
partner(s) and get the regulatory licenses as authorized representatives, can
you trade in the demonstration platform of your broker
– Do not trade real money with your current broker or any broker
– Besides the platform is to test and there are still some program bugs
I will leave my private email for you to contact me with any comments, even
ideas on new tools as I will certainly be happy to reward such ideas that can
be to the benefit of the community
I am sure if you have some questions – I will be happy to answer as best I
can.
richardgoers@managedleverage.com
I am also on linkedin: linkedin.com/in/richard-goers/

